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Abstract
This paper discusses the internet anti-social tendencies: Its utilization
among the Nigeria Youths and the societal responsibilities. The
introduction reveals the conceptual understanding of the basic key
concepts in the topic. The paper highlights the application and origin of
internet, the benefits of the use of the internet by the youths, emphasizes
on its use fullness. The paper discuses; the root of all internet antisocial
tendencies; a peculiar problem case), also, the paper highlights the
societal responsibilities in order to strike the balanced view of the
internet and the educational system (a guide to strategies to be adopted
for youths using the Net productively.

Information and communication
technology (ICT) is a force that has
changed many aspects of the way we live.
If one was to compare such fields as
medicine, tourism, travel business, law,
banking, engineering and architecture, the
impact of ICT across the past two or three
decades has been enormous. The way these
fields operate today is vastly different from
the ways they operated in the past. But
when one looks at education, there seems
to have been an uncanny lack of influence
and far less change than other fields have
experienced (Ron, 2005).
As we are into the 21st century,
there are factors and many others that is
hoped to bring strong forces to bear on the
adoption of ICTs in education and
contemporary trends suggest we will soon
see large scale changes in the way
education is planned and delivered as a

consequence of the opportunities and
affordance. But this paper check to explore
the fragment of ICT called Internet as it
affect our educational system through its
abused utilization by the Nigerian youths
and how the society can help to redeemed
the face of our education and the internet.
Internet is an acronym for
international network systems. “As the
name implies, internet is a collection of
computer networks that connects millions
of computers around the world. It is a vast
source
of
information,
constantly
changing, expanding and used by millions
of people involved in several activities
ranging commerce, industries, psychology,
social/
cultural, security, Banking,
Agriculture,
Sports,
Communication,
Library, Health, Environmental, Education
and others. The main purpose of internet is
for information sharing and an open
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opportunity for an individual to develop
intellectually, but the user of internet have
negated the purpose for anti- social
tendencies. These users are the Youths.
According to Bryan (2003),
“Studies have shown that most individual
that are internet addicts (those who have
developed internet dependent syndrome)
were been found among teenagers age, 1018 and Adult teenagers age, 18-25 years”
these are the set of individual that make up
the youth of the Nation. The major
websites these set of teenagers regularly
visit to spend their valuable time and
money are, sites that promotes anti-social
themes of violence, sex, crime and crude
language. John (2001) further describe
anti-social as those behaviours such that is
annoying or upsetting to other people. This
behaviour makes other people to get upset
which if not properly manage can lead to
conflict both near and large in the Nation.
Bryan (2003) in one of his study in the
United States of America “Showed almost
80% of the on-line games young people
preferred, contained violence. These are
not just games anymore. These are
learning machines which teaches kids in
the most incredible manner what it is to
pull the trigger… what they are not
learning is the real life consequences”
(Charles 1996).
Every day over a million people
log-on to different internet based games or
fun sites and it is said that interest on online utilization will increase with the
spread of broadcast - a type of high speed
spread internet connection. Youths who
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have grown up, addicted to the internet online show no sign of stopping even, when
they get older. One long time addict, says
that; getting hooked to the on-line people
had become a way of associating with
friends (Foreign) who could be guys,
lesbians, prostitutes, gamblers, bisexuals,
alcoholics, criminals, marketers as well as
good and bad businessmen and
educationists from all over the world”.
Is all such association harmless
entertainment? Beside the huge sum of
money youths wastes on overnight
browsing or simply browsing the internet,
Kelvin (2003) Said, Studies have shown
that the generational increase in aggressive
behaviour, inclination to crime, moral
decadence and other anti-social behaviour
manifesting in youths of today are byproducts of the types of things e.g.
pornography, crime etc that they are
exposed to especially through the internet.
Nigerian youths are not exempted as
internet captives or addicts with its
attenuate effect. Infact, the case here in
Nigeria could be described as madness
because of the Nigeria factor of overdoing
anything. According to Hussina (2004) In
a Radio Nigeria report: Four Internet
fraudsters that duped an American Woman
of $920,000 in Lagos by giving fake advert
on the internet were arrested and paraded
before newsmen in Lagos by the then State
Police Commissioner”. Despite the current
measures by the government such as ICPC,
EFCC, NCRC to curb these acts, the
situation persist. The paper takes a brief
discussion on the issues arising from the
topic and way out.
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Application and Origin of Internet
Internet; coined from words
international and network. As the name
implies internet is collection of computer
networks that connects millions of
computers around the world (Bakpo,
2005). The internet is a huge, loose
collection of autonomous international
computer networks interconnected by a
large network of telecommunication links.
Individual or organization can attach their
networks to the internet by means of client
devices such as computer fixed and mobile
telephone, set digital camera. The internet
can be used for all kinds of individual
communication including electronic letter
through E-mail, telephone conversation
on-net, voice on internet protocol,
telephone style written conversation etc.
According to O’Relly (1994) the
computer the motherboard base of the
internet was born out of the desire by the
American military, for a fast- Calculation
of numbers Used in firing bombs. The
internet has the same parent. The roots of
the internet line are collections of
computer networked that were developed
in the 1970s starting with networks called
the “Arpanet” that was sponsored by
U.S.A department of defence.
The Original Arpanet has been
expanded and replaced and today, its
descendants form the internet.
In Nigeria, according to Hussaina
(2004) “the introduction of the commercial
dimension we are witnessing about the
internet today occurs just between the late
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1990s and early 2000s. The question is of
what importance is the internet to our
youths? How is the internet affecting the
populace especially the youth? of course
there are various benefits to be derived
from youths using the internet. But is this
to say that there are no problems in the use
of the net by the youth? This is write-up
will help to answer these questions.
The Benefits of the Use of the Internet
by the Youths (Its Usefulness)
Internet is useful in education
because it ushered in new opportunities for
the youth to link and communicates in an
interesting ways. Youth can have access to
different libraries via the internet. The
internet is also used to send and receive
mails (Electronic Messages), access
information
about
other
business,
advertises, and promotes sales of products/
services via e-mail and creates market
opportunities for business. The usefulness
of this technology is limited only by our
level of commitment. The internet can
serve the youth to be active and selfreliant, receive individualized instruction
and immediate feedback, work in group,
interact with people who are not nearby,
control the time and place of their learning
and have access to extensive data
networks.
According to James (2003),
Internet has helped the youths to be
contacting far away friends, with as much
frequency. There are many forums out
there that give out support to different
subjects. Specifically, people in real life
that do meet on line, using on-line
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community software and more to handle,
keeping in touch with their real life friends
and families. Also, most youth especially
the “shy” types can now make on-line
friends easily without necessary need to
meet the person involve face-to-face;
through media chatting package. This help
those set of youth to maintain conversation
with people all over the world.
The internet eliminates social and
racial barriers. According to James (2003)
…..for all it’s worth the WEB can
eliminate sex, race etc…. barriers. As far
as you known I am a man from America.
The Web grants much more than freedom
of speech, it allows freedom from our
earthly selves (James, 2003).
The Root of All Internet Anti-Social
Tendencies (A Peculiar Problem Case)
According to Charles (2006), the
root of all internets’ anti-social tendencies
has
been
identified
to
be
“PRONOGARPHY”. Pornography is sex
advertisement like all advertisements;
pornography’s main purpose is to create
appetite where none existed. It is about
profits, and in this market place gone
amok, anything is considered an
exploitable and expendable resource,
especially women’s bodies and human
sexual relations”. Bryan (2003) also
compares pornography to highly addictive
fast food devoid of nutrition and laced with
taste enhancing addictives and chemicals.
Commercial fast sex he says is fake sex…
food advertising sells fantasy food, sex
advertising sells fantasy sex. Bryan (2003)
said: “Pornography creates appetite that
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should not exist; it stimulates craving that
should never be satisfied”.
Anti pornography activist Awake
(2003) enumerates the degrading effects of
pornography: it destroys relationships,
demeans women, abuse children, and
engenders” perverted and harmful view of
sex”.
Some doctors according to Charles
(2003) claim that; “Pornography can spark
up own addiction that is far more difficult
to overcome than drug addiction.
Treatment for addiction usually starts with
detoxication to remove the toxic
substances from the body. But addition to
pornography explains Dr. Mary Ann
Layden of the University of Pennsylvania
produces mental imageries, which is
permanently implanted in the mines of the
users and is sealed in by brain chemistry.
This is why most youths or individuals can
re-call vividly pornographic images from
years past. She concludes “this is the first
addictive substance for winch there is no
hope for detoxication”.
Charles (2003) explains that;
researchers at the national foundations for
family research and education concluded
that exposure to pornography puts viewers
at increased risk for developing sexually
deviant tendencies”. The finding further
reveals that “the rape myth (belief that
women cause and enjoy rape, and that
rapists are normal) is very wide spread in
habitual male users of pornography”
Some of the researchers say that
the repeated use of pornography can
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interfere with the ability to enjoy and
participate in normal marital intimacy.

programmers and lack of a good reading
culture. Further explanation includes:

Exposure to pornography can a)also
affect the natural development of a child’s
brain.
Health
based
neurological
observations about instinctual brain
imprinted responses to pornographic sights
and sounds indicates that viewing
pornography is a biologically, significant
event that over rides informed consent and
that is harmful to children’s (Moldable)
plastic brains because it compromised their
grasp of reality and thus their mental and
physical health, their well-being, and their
pursuit of happiness”.

Internet Induces Youths to Criminal
Inclination The Net allows corporate to
extend their influence even further”.
Dipak (2003) is also of the opinion that the
internet is an aid to crime. He said, “I am
always on-line, taking MSN messenger
and in chat rooms attending to gay people.
I honestly love the internet but I regret
getting “ IN” to it for the fact that it has
taken my life away and had made negative
changes to my personality. Furthermore, I
think the internet is just aiding criminals.
Advertising has spoiled the good effect in
the Net for business.

Based on the above, pornography
b)
has been held accountable as the leading
c)
attraction to youths addiction to the
internet and is becoming the root from
which other anti-social tendencies are
emerging, the strong desire for cash
without a reasonable income source,
insatiable sex appetite culminating in
homosexuals, lesbianism, bisexualism- all
products of internet pornography.
The Effect of Internet on the Youth and
Education (Internet Addiction)
Internet has been subjected to
attack by well meaning youths. Why?,
because some feel the Net has over lived
d)
its usefulness. Some of the dangerse)the
youths using the internet were subjected to
include: inclination to crime, unbalancing,
misleading by cyber space ideology, and
confusion by internet utopian rhetoric,
deception by internet website creators and

Internet Unbalances Youths The internet
provides a social learning experience yet it
can unbalance the individuals even more.
It is Fab, rhetoric started in the 90s and still
continues.
It is believe that it will
ultimately be counterproductive when
people discovers what the Net is actually
like, on a day to day basis for the majority
of the people. There is a difference
between potential and actuality, ideal and
fact, the enthusiastic few and the in
different majority light hearted and
personal appreciative remarks and wider
sociological considerations.
Internet Utopian Rhetoric is Confusion
Of the utopian confusion internet impinges
on the minds of addicts, James (2003) said;
the mythology and utopian perception of
the internet, is silly. An actual meeting is
for more meaningful than tapping on a
keyboard. You cannot reduce and flatten
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the physical sensory, emotional Kina
Esthetic and Social world in that way.
What internet does is confuse basic
semantic parameters, the “blending of
reality with metaphor. A willingness to
equate the real high way with the digital
one, physical space with cyber space, real
communities with on-line (Virtual) one.
The silly utopian rhetoric of the internet
flying around will get us nowhere because
it is more imaginative than factual”
f)
Internet Website Creators and
Programmers Deceives James (2003) is
of the view that, internet website creators
and programmers deceive people with a
basic motive. He said; much of what
website creators wrote at their sites
revolves around protecting their career
rather than helping the youths or the
society. This is compared to a politician
building up his ideological position. And
as with politicians; what they say
sometimes appear to be Okay, but if in the
deeper sense, beyond the snappy process
of read-digest, that characterize internet
browsing, one will realize it is flawed.
Thus saying people seek sex pick fights
gamble etc in the same way they do in real
life is ostensibly accurate but actually
deceiving. The significant point is the
frequency and degree with which this
happens compared to less colorful
socializing and the extent to which it
makes the Net a kind of lowest common
denominator medium, and ultimately
unpleasant.
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Internet Destroys Reading Culture in
Youths
Hussaina (2004), opined that, “the
internet is killing the reading culture and
ability of youths as they waste their
valuable time and money looking to the
internet to view obscene, pornography
materials; shopping on-line, making
several and fruitless efforts most of the
time to break a clients secret account code,
chatting with imaginary friends, seeking
and applying for unrealistic on-line jobs,
and among others which have really
created an adverse effect on our
educational system, especially, destroying
the reading culture of our youths in this
country. The advice to parents is to ensure
the proper monitoring of the activities their
children are always involved while visiting
the Net, they should be discourage from
engaging in counterproductive habits”.
The Societal Responsibilities in Striking
the Balance Between the Internet and
our Youths
(A guide to strategies to be adopted for
youths using the net productively)
Liz (2006) is of the view that …
the internet is just like everything in life. It
is what you make of it. If you want to
corrupt your mind with sex, bombing, 419,
racism, fraud and the likes, it is on the
web. However, you want to make some
one’s day, check the stock market, connect
with friends and or spread knowledge to
millions of people you can, thro the web.
Kevin, (2003) said, “the internet is
call ban’s mirror it’s built from the
thought dream and ideas of billions of
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people. All human nature is there if you do
not like what you find; considers that it
reflects what you want looking for and that
is your face leering from the glasses. It
could be used in the absence of a real
social life. As long as it’s used in
moderation, it is the best thing ever.
Internet could best be seen as a tool or an
environment rather than a product. It is
therefore, imperative for the family/
community/society to adopt the following
means of striking balance of the youths
and proper utilization of the internet. In
order to save the future of our children and
save them from this addictive machine
called internet. It is therefore, the
responsibilities of the fathers, the mothers,
the aunty, the cousins, the uncles’ e.t.c. and
the government and the international body
to help rise to what this internet is
propounding to the future of our youths.
Few of these responsibilities include:

International
bodies
or
organization’s like government of
nations should prevail on the internet
on step up some measures with a
view to regulating the activities of
the internet Web site creators.

The family as one of the most
important agents of child up bringing
should as a matter of obligation
show interest in what their children
do with a view to correcting them
and putting them on the right track.
This is possible when parents are
available at home with their children
regularly

Student’s use the internet should be
subjected to scrutiny by cyber-café
management to verify the necessity
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for their browsing. This will enable
cyber-café staff to supervise students
strictly.
People or organizations having
Website who chose to abuse the
internet facilities by promoting
illegal and corrupt programs should
be sanctioned or punished.
Website creators should be reminded
of the moral obligation they owe the
society so that they will establish
controls over program that are
unhealthy for children. In particular,
there should be control over PORNO
Sites to prevent youth from
accessing pornography activities.

Recommendations
The question is has society, as a
whole, become a better place now that
knowledge of any kind is so easily
accessible? There are pros and cons. In
addition to the aforementioned societal
responsibilities of using the Internet
productively are:

Research work should be more of the
bases for visiting internet by the
Nigeria youths scholars rather than
promiscuity purposes.

People that use the Internet should
feed the world with useful and
purposeful Information.

The exposure to various cultures and
societies whether or not you can
travel across the border should not
influence our ethics and good moral
behavour.

Moreover, the business advertisers
should help reduce or remove silly
utopian rhetoric of the internet to
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prevent the uses from unnecessary
wandering
round
the
net
unpurposeful.
Conclusion
Internet been part of the ICT
innovations, as its view as a fast and quick
link to the world wide information, it’s still
pose as a root of anti-social behaviour in
the life of the youth which also have a
negative effect on our educational system.
This write up have been able to discuss
most of these points into reasonable
details. The benefits the youth derived
from surfing net and the advantages, the
internet as an anti social itself. The root of
the internet anti-social and other related
issues were well discussed before the
strategies for making the youth to utilize
the internet in a productive manner which
is the soul responsibilities of the family,
community, society, government and the
international body as a whole. The
challenge lies in the hand of the parents to
train up their child in a more proper and
morally acceptable way for better and
reasonable contribution to the society and
better educational outcome in this 21st
century.
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